
wellMap

Optimize operations 
and improve decision  
making with a digital  

twin of the well.

turn page for more

eTallytm

Automate and digitalize 
pipe tallying, enabling 
automation of other  
drilling processes.

taskBoard

Organize teamwork and
improve efficiency by 

knowing what’s done and 
what needs to get started. 

mudViewtm

Manage your mud systems 
with inventory control 

 and plan for automated 
mud handling.

drillViewtm GHOST

Access offshore 
dashboards for common 

situational awareness  
from anywhere.

beAwaretm

 ADVANTAGES
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beAwaretm

Introducing cutting-edge 
digital solutions, that
revolutionize drilling 
operations.

Process is designed to 
minimize or eliminate 

disruption of operations.

EASY INSTALLATION

Implementation possible
on any rig, irrespective  

of topside OEM.

OEM AGNOSTIC

Collects and displays all 
operational information 

from/to all actors.

FULL OVERVIEW

Solutions are designed  
to provide situational 

awareness to all parties.

INCREASED SAFETY



It is good that everyone is 
informed. It means that I am 

less disturbed while at the 
same time I am confident 
that people know what is 

going on and can assist me 
as best as possible.

Driller 

Planned well

Bit depth

Depth items in drillstring

Mud, casing and 
components in well

Scalable digital display

Special attention areas

Geology 

Risks

Tasks and comments

Test results and trends

VISUALIZE THE 
ENTIRE WELL

Digital twin 
of the well.

ZOOM IN ON 
RELEVANT AREAS

Scalable display that 
enables zooming in on 
special attention areas.

ENABLE EFFICIENT 
COMMUNICATION

Collects information and 
shares it with all personnel, 

cross locations.

wellMap ADVANTAGES

View the whole well in one screen!
Consolidate and share depth-based data  
in one platform, and build a common truth.

wellMap presents a digital twin of the well, collecting and visualizing depth-based 
data from multiple sources and sharing it with all parties onshore and offshore. 
Accelerate decision-making and boost operational efficiency with wellMap.

wellMap
DIGITAL TWIN
OF THE WELL
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